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As we all know that Pokémon GO is an entirely location-based mobile game for Android and iOS that lets you wander the real world collecting Pokémon you encounter. To catch more rare and strong Pokémon, you need to travel to different places. However, most Pokémon GO players live in a certain place without the chance to access those places.
Thus, you may need some reliable and safe Pokémon GO spoofers to change locations so that you can catch more Pokémon and level-up your game without leaving your couch. In this guide, we are going to introduce a couple of spoofers to you. PAGE CONTENT: Part 1. Top 3 Best Pokémon GO Spoofer for iOS Part 2. Top 3 Best Pokémon GO Spoofer
for Android Important Notice: Spoofing a Pokémon GO location is an illegal way to play this game, and the game company keeps full watch on location hackers. If they find out that you're changing areas in the game, you'll get a warning message first. If you continue to change the location, your account will be blocked. So you'd better find a reliable
tool to get the job done. Part 1. Top 3 Best Pokémon GO Spoofer for iOS Spoofing your iPhone location isn't easy since App Store doesn't offer any access to unauthorized spoofing apps. Even though Apple makes it hard to fake GPS settings, you still have the chance to spoof your iPhone's location with some best spoofers listed below. 1. EaseUS
MobiAnyGo EaseUS MobiAnyGo is a safe desktop-based Pokémon GO spoofing tool for Windows PC. No jailbreak needed. With it, you can teleport your GPS location to anywhere you want in the world, simulate GPS movement between two places along a specific route, or go to several locations along a route. Apart from the basic functions, it also has
some additional functions that allow you to customize your moving speed, set the times for routes, and save your historical routes for further use, etc. For more functions, you can download it on your computer and have a try. Step 1. Connect your iPhone/iPad to the computer and run EaseUS MobiAnyGo. Then, agree to the disclaimer and click
"Start" to proceed. Note: Before you proceed, remember to stop all location-based apps running on the background. Step 2. Unlock your device and trust this computer. Afterwards, wait for the computer to load. Step 3. Once the loading process completes, choose the "Teleport Mode" button in the top-right corner of the screen. Next, you can look for
any locations on the search bar or adjust the pin to anywhere you want to go. Click "Move" to alter your location on the iPhone. Afterward, go to any location-based app on your iPhone and you will see your iPhone location has been changed already. Note: Some of the apps below are not available for download on your device. So, you may need to
download them from Tutu App, Cydia, or other unauthorized sources. 2. PokeGo++ Pokémon Go++ is an ideal choice to change your location in Pokémon if you have a jailbroken device. If not, just navigate to use the first spoofer. Pokemon Go++ posses almost all the features you need to change location. With it, you can even teleport the walking
speed of your avatar. But on the downside, it only works on Pokémon Go and requires a jailbreak first. 3. iPokeGo for Pokémon GO iPokeGo for Pokémon GO is another app that lets you change the radar position on your device. It is pretty easy to use without needing to jailbreak your device. Besides, it possesses tons of free and paid features. The only
drawback is that the game company might find out your position and block your account. Part 2. Top 3 Best Pokémon GO Spoofer for Android It is quite easy to spoof Pokémon GO on Android phones since there are so many fake GPS Pokémon GO applications for Android out there. And in this part, we've rounded up the top-three fake GPS Pokémon
GO 2022 Android apps for you to choose from. Now, you can read the below instructions to get more detailed information. 1. PGSharp PGSharp is a reliable spoofing app that offers many safety features to protect you from getting caught by the game company. Further, it doesn't require you to root your device or install other apps to support it. All
you need to do is download the latest version of PGSharp 2022 on your device and then set your desired location on the map of PGSharp. Note: If you want to get PGSharp free beta key, you can get one from the official site of PGSharp. 2. FGL Pro FGL Pro is a professional location spoof application that allows you to choose a location from all over the
world. With its route sharing feature, you can share your fake location with your friends and family. No rooting is needed. Besides, it also works well for other apps like Snapchat. But on the downside, it is a paid app and contains many ads, making you frustrated. 3. Fake GPS Location Fake GPS Location is easy and simple to use. It allows you to fake
the real-time location of your smartphone in a few clicks. Once you changed the location, all of your location-based apps will be affected. But unfortunately, you have to root your Android device before using the Fake GPS Location. The Bottom Line With the Pokémon GO spoofers for Android and iOS we introduced above, you can easily change your
location in Pokémon. Whether you want to use a mobile App or desktop-based application, you can find your best solution here. Now, you can use these tools to catch as many Pokémon as you want. PGSharp is an Android application that lets you change your GPS location when playing Pokémon GO. With the help of this software, you can control the
movement of your Avatar without actually moving. It also offers a few advanced features like custom walking speed, automatic walk, and joystick support that can help you catch Pokémons from the comfort of your home. PGSharp download is available for free. However, the key that it provides comes with an expiration date. Released four years ago,
Pokémon GO remains one of the most popular mobile video games to have ever been created. It not only brings back years of nostalgia to 90s kids but also features never-before-seen augmented reality. When you playing the game, you can find, capture, and train Pokémons that appear in your current location. However, the game has its limitations as
you need to step out and move around to encounter different creatures.To solve this problem, PGS Tech Ltd. created PGSharp, a utility tool that lets you fake your GPS location and movement. With its help, you can move around without actually moving and catch several Pokémons quickly and effortlessly. The app doesn’t add a limit to the teleport
distance, which means that you can spoof your way across the world while still lying in your bed. The latest version of PGSharp download features an auto-walk function, an option to change walking speed, and supports the use of a joystick.What can users expect from PGSharp? Once you complete the PGSharp APK download, you’re able to instantly
fake your location on Pokémon GO. The app comes with various advanced features that make it easier to play the game. Faking your location lets you come across Pokémons that might otherwise not be present in your city or country. All you need to do is use the teleport function to jump from one location to another. In addition to this, PGSharm lets
users create a custom walking speed of their avatar. This way, users can control the speed at which their character walks when they move the joystick around. The program also has an auto-walk function that comes in handy when you’re waiting for the eggs to hatch. This feature works without the user having to touch the joystick. Is PGSharp safe?
PGSharm is safe to download and use. However, there may be a few issues that you might face if you use PGSharp to spoof your location. The reason behind this is that Niantic, the developer of the game Pokémon GO, is very particular about providing a fair gaming experience to all players around the world. And if it catches you using a spoofer app,
it may ban your account from the app. To solve this problem, PGSharp insists that users create a fake Pokémon Trainer Club (PTC) account when planning to spoof their location. This way, even if users get banned, their primary PTC account isn’t affected. The app also suggests that users shouldn’t change their location on the map too frequently to
avoid getting on the radar of Niantic developers. What is the PGSharp key?One of the best parts about downloading PGSharp for Android is that it doesn’t require you to root your device or perform a jailbreak. Instead, it lets you fake your location with the help of a PGSharm key free available on the company’s website. However, there’s a catch. A
PGSharp premium key is only available for a few days. To continue playing for free, you will need access to more keys. In case you want to check out other popular games that don’t require a key to load, you should check out PUBG Mobile, and Garena Free Fire. Is PGSharp free now? PGSharp is free to download and gives you an easy way to play
Pokémon GO without leaving your home. The software also features a paid version that supports up to two devices and offers additional features like Quick Catch, Skip Evolve, and Pokémon feed, among others. The premium version of PGSharp also supports Gotcha and Go Plus games. PGSharp is one of the best apps to fake your location when
playing Pokémon GO. However, the app isn’t without its risks. Your PTC account may get banned for using a tool to spoof the developers. Should you download it?If you’re a fan of Pokémon GO and want an application that lets you spoof your location, you should download PGSharp. The application offers various advanced features like auto-walk,
joystick support, and an option to adjust walking speed. It also lets you teleport your location from one country to another without any limit. "Catch your favorite Pokémon in AR as you explore the world, complete your Pokédex to become stronger, and battle online with other Trainers in PvP and Raid battles.Pokémon GO is an immersive open-world
experience that enables you to live the Pokémon adventure in augmented reality. Find and evolve all Pokémon to complete your Pokédex, and battle with other players online in PvP in this multiplayer RPG.Complete your Pokédex and increase your Trainer level!Catch wild Pokémon in AR as you explore the open world, win Pokémon during a Raid
Battle or trade them with other Trainers. You can also collect Pokémon by hatching eggs as you walk. Access your Pokédex anytime and evolve your Pokémon to make them stronger. Gain levels to catch more powerful Pokémon and complete your Pokédex, earn rewards and win during a Raid in multiplayer or PvP battle.Experience the adventure in
multiplayer and PvP!Challenge other Trainers online in PvP during epic Gym battles or the GO Battle League. You can also face off against another player in PvP to win rewards, or team up with other Trainers to catch Legendary Pokémon during a Raid Battle.You create your own story in this RPG!Join one of the three teams and customize your
avatar. Choose your Buddy Pokémon from your Pokédex to travel at your side in this RPG adventure.Travel between the real world and the virtual world with the AR+ mode!Explore the open world and real locations to search for Pokémon around you. With the AR+ mode, Pokémon appear right in front of you — Capture it with your PokéBall and add
it to your Pokédex.Start the Pokémon GO RPG adventure now and explore the world in AR to become the best Trainer! Battle in multiplayer and PvP modes like Raid Battles and connect online with friends.This app is free-to-play and offers in-game purchases. An internet connection is required to play the game. Please, visit the official website for all
information and compatibility requirements.Official website: page: 1 Sept 2022 Version 0.247.1 Trainers, Here’s what’s new in Pokémon GO!:-Minor bug fixes and performance improvements If you don’t want people to spoof, make everything in the game attainable globally. But really, don’t be that company that runs itself into the ground because it’s
not listening to what players want. Cut into the 3rd party profits and charge players the same $5/month they’re paying to the spoofing companies to spoof in your app. In my household alone, you would get $240/year and that’s not accounting for other in app purchases. It’s not reasonable or realistic for some people to play legit (physical limitations,
weather, safety, no stops nearby, etc.). It’s been said many times playing legit is like going from the full version to a trial. Make your money off players while making them happy. It’s pretty basic. I live in a village where there's a lot of trees and bushes, you think you could get a Pokémon or two but no. It's a barren wasteland for miles. Even when I go
to the city there's barely any Pokémon The developer, Niantic, Inc., indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected
and linked to your identity: Health & Fitness Purchases Location Contact Info Contacts User Content Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Other Data Privacy practices may vary based on, for example, the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy
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